
Research has shown that parental involvement in math 
education can be beneficial for both the student and the 
parent. This can have a positive impact on individual 
academic performance,  attitude towards mathematics, 
and problem-solving skills. Additionally, it can help build a 
stronger relationship between the parent and child. 
Engaging in your child’s math education can also help 
parents learn new teaching strategies and gain a better 
understanding of the math curriculum. 

We recognize it can be difficult to find time for these 
connections, and the concepts may seem daunting at 
times.  However, various supports are available to 
parents. Your involvement at home plays a key role in 
your child’s mathematics journey. 

Supports

Self-Assessment of Grade 8 Knowledge

Knowing what concepts your child has learned and where 
the learning is progressing is beneficial for providing 
effective support. A self-assessment of grade 8 knowledge 
(click here to access) is available to prepare for the grade 9 
course (MTH1W). 

TVO Learn Mathify
Website: mathify.tvolearn.com

TVO Learn Mathify offers free 1:1 online math tutoring 
with Ontario Certified Teachers for students in grades 
4-12 (available 7 days a week). Accessible from any digital 
device, this service assists with homework, test 
preparation, clarification of math concepts, and visual 
sketching of math problems.

Activities

At the YCDSB, we are firm believers that math games, 
puzzles, and activities offer an excellent opportunity for 
practising math. They help all types of learners develop 
mathematically while building relationships with the 
people who also participate in this playful learning.  

Cribbage

This card game can be enjoyed at any age. Click here for 
the game board template and playing instructions. 

Four Aces

Peter Liljedahl shares a card trick without offering the 
solution. Discover how learning card tricks can develop 
mathematical thinking skills. Try to solve the Four Aces 
card “riddle” together with your child. Click here to watch 
the video. 

A Parent’s Guide for the Grade  9 Ontario 
Mathematics Curriculum (2021) is available 
(click here to access). 

Thinking about Mathematics Pathways

Looking to have positive conversations with your child 
about their mathematics pathway or interested in 
exploring the exciting possibilities of where a high school 
math journey might lead? We have a helpful video to guide 
you through these conversations (click here to watch the 
video).

Airplane Riddle

Judd A. Schorr shows how you can help Professor Fukanō 
fly around the world and achieve his dream, without 
anyone running out of fuel and crashing? Click here to 
watch the video. 

Open Math Problem - Robert Kaplinsky

Try an open question that involves creating an inequality 
given a solution set. Click here to access. 
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Math Achievement Action Plan

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jyZ876gWa0Znvw2i469ukMKkJC1O2s4T/view?usp=sharing
https://mathify.tvolearn.com/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15KZWaPvXlWCGvhT5o6zXSDzEpwFUDs2E/view?usp=sharing
https://youtu.be/WhnmO486JeE
https://www.dcp.edu.gov.on.ca/en/grade-9-math-guide
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/e/2PACX-1vR2c1ySv5JzWM7YGhM2GwFRqZbQezgG4EbRuLWugG482WgOxArA42KetMX5VkzrOD7MbOkOpNyq5wxG/pub?start=false&loop=false&delayms=60000
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dzrwnwOx0fw&feature=youtu.be&ab_channel=TED-Ed
https://www.openmiddle.com/create-an-inequality-given-a-solution-set/

